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Where? PEG 2.G121            When? 16-18h (c.t.)

Di. 16.10.2018  Stefanie Hoherz, Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main
Ciara Comolli, Stockholm University
The role of partners’ career uncertainty for relationship dissolution in a cross-national perspective

Di. 13.11.2018  Non-public workshop on teaching

Di. 27.11.2018  Constantin Ruhe, Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main
Does indiscriminate violence fuel religious conflict? Evidence from Kenya

Di. 15.01.2019  Knut Petzold, Ruhr-Universität Bochum
Can we measure ethnic discrimination with vignettes? Methodological considerations and empirical evidence

Di. 29.01.2019  Carl Berning, Johannes Gutenberg Universität Mainz
Sub-national context and radical right support in Europe

Di. 12.02.2019  Pascal König, Goethe Universität Frankfurt am Main
The electoral role of fiscal conservatism at both extremes of the political spectrum. An empirical analysis of the programmatic congruence between far left and far right parties and their supporters in the aftermath of the fiscal crisis